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ABSTRACT
This report describes the results of an initial effort at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) to mo lel the control loops of a 30-cm diameter electron
bombardment thruster and a transistorized power processor so as to predict
its operation. Data, from which the model is made, are presented as well
as comparisons between the computer outputs and test data from the JPL
Solar Electric Propulsion systems laboratory.
t
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ion thrusters are at the state of development where they are being
considered for use for primary spacecraft propulsion (Refs. 1-3) and for
earth-orbital applications (Refs. 4 and 5). The effort at JPL has been
directed toward the use of 30-cm diameter ion thrusters for primary pro-
pulsion on a solar electric spacecraft. A computer simulation of the thruster
control system, therefore, became of increasing interest in order to:
(1) examine thruster operation as a function of expected variat,ons in control
loop parameters and thruster environment, (l) construct a model of the
thrust subsystem for use in mission operations, and (3) examine interactions
between the thruster and the solar array.
The control of ion thrusters can, in general, be separated into two
categories. The first deals primarily with the control of the thrust level
after steady-state operating temperatures are reached. The second deals
with bringing the thruster on line and monitoring its operation. The first
category is covered in this report. The second, which uses a digital. com-
puter for timing and event monitoring, is discussed in Refs. 6 and 7.
The work described in this paper represents the initial stages of the
effort to simulate the thruster control loops. The model was constructed
using characteristic data, as available, from the latest 30-cm ion thrusters
supplied from Hughes Research Laboratories for testing at JPL. Data was
obtained initially from a modifi:^d 400 series thruster (Ref. 8). Some of
the thruster characterizations were later updated to include data from a
700 series engineering rzodel thruster (Ref. 9). These data were used
along with the control functions incorporated in a transistorized power pro-
cessor of the type described `.n Ref. 10 to construct a model of the operation
of the thruster control system. These loops were analyzed to determine the
extent of the effect of control-loop parameters and the thruster thermal
environment on control stability and accuracy. The model an-ilysis places
the most emphasis on the very low frequency effects introduced by +he
thruster. It does not include the high frequency oscillations normally present
in the thruster discharge, since these oscillations are beyond the control-
loop response frequencies.
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-755 	 1
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II. THRUSTER OPERATION
Figures 1 and Z are cutaway views of the thruster modeled. Liquid
mercury propellant is vaporized in separate feed systems for the propellant
distributor, ion suurce chamber cathode, anc neutralizer. At present,
thrusters operate with about 88% of the flow supplied to the propellant dis-
tribution manifold, 10% to the discharge cathode, and 2'10 to the discharge
neutralizer. Electrons are drawn out of the high-density mercury plasma
formed in the discharge cathode by the keeper electrode. These electrons
are then dispersed by the baffle plate and accelerated into the main discharge
chamber by a positive anode voltage. When in the main discharge chamber,
these energetic electrons ionize the neutral propellant mercury and form a
m rcury plasma. The divergent magnetic field, created by the magnets and
soft-iron pole pieces, traps the ionizing electrons and enhances the ioniLation
process Ions formed in the discharge chamber drift toward the screen elec-
trode, !hen passing through the plasma sheath, the ions are accelerated
through the concentr i c holes :n the screen and accelerator electrodes by the
applied electric field. The ion beam L, then decelerated by the space charge
forces in the ion beam to a potential slightly higher than the amts ent-space
plasma potential and neutralized by the electrons emitted by the discharge
neutralizer. Over a relatively wide range of thruster performance, thrust
is directly proportirnal to the mass flow rate of vaporized propellant into
the thruster. The thrust, T, is a function of ion beam current and screen
v-)ltage as shown by the equation:
T = KIB V s - Vp
where
I  = ion beam current
K = constant
Vs = screen voltage
Vp - plasma voltage
2
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To throttle the ion engine, the flow rate of propellant into the thruster can
be varied or the screen voltage can be varied. Propellant throttling is the
normal mode used in order to simplify the power processor design.
i
The neutralizer is quite similar to the cathode used to supply elec-
tons to the main discharge chamber; however, it requires a much lover
flow of •nercury vapor to operate.
The thruster is surrounded by a cover at the spacecraft-frame
potential to preven* the space plasma or neutralizing electrons from being
drawn to the high-positive potential of the thruster body and creating
severe power losses.
There are three control loops required to operate the thruster. The
main vaporizer is used as the primary control on the thrust level. Beam
current is sensed and used to control the power to heat the main vaporizer.
Th p discharge power is also controlled. Control of the propellant-
utilization factor (the ratio of the mass of the ions expelled to the propellant
input mass) is accomplished by setting the discharge current level and the
discharge voltage is controlled to a fixed level to limit the ion Erosion rate
at the cathode. Thirdly, the neutralize' ion beam couples to ':Le arnbient-
space plasma through a potential drop of several volts. This potential drop
is indirectly controlled by regulating the keeper voltage by adj ,isting the
neutralizer flow rate.
A magnetic baffle is used to affect the impedance between the cathode
and anode, thereby influencing the discharge stability. This magnetic baffle
around the cathode is clearly shown in Figs. 1 and Z. The magnetic field
from this coil is used to restrict the flow of electrons from th o cathode to
the anode and thereby- alter the main discharge chamber direct current
characteristics (this eff^ ct is no* built into the present model because of the
limited amount of data available at this time).
One other point of Interest can be seen in Figs. 1 anr? Z. The main
vaporizer drives an isolator followed by a propellant distributor, %vhil.e the
cathode vaporizer drives an isolator and tubing t o this centrally located
cathode. All of these volumes introduce transport lags into the loops and
tend to introduce low-frequenr_y oscillations.
.'PL Tc^:hnical Nletnuraridum 33-755	 3
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Figure 3 is a block diagram of the proposed Power Processor (PP)
required to operate the 'Lhruster and the interconnections within the thruster.
The primary purposes of the PP are; (1) to interface between a high-
impedance source and the thruster, (2) to provide all power supplies required
by the thruster, and (3) to protect boih itself and the thruster frog Z electrical
failure. There are twelve supplies required to operate and start the thrus::er
(not all on at the same time). The screen supply is the major supply
(Z A at 1100 V) with the discharge supply next (12 A at 37 V). All of the
rest (except for the accelerator supply) are low-voltage, low-power supplies.
The accelerator normally runs at 500 V, 0. 004 A. Normal operating condi-
~ion:; for the thruster are listed in fable 1.
4	 J 1'I_ Tc. luiLcal	 33- , --)`_)
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III. CONTROL MODEL
A simulation of the control loops for a 30-cm diameter ion thruster
is being developed at .Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the form of a computer
model. The simulation uses Continuous System Simulation Language (CSSL.)
and closes the loop by iteration between sets of measured data. The thruster
and power processor supply characteristics are includes' within the model.
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the control components in a thruster- 	
;
power processor set. This diagram is broken up and presented in a greater
1detail in Fig. 5. Most empirical thruster data used in the mo.iel were
derived using a modified Hughes SIN 404 thruster. Some of the 400 series
data has been updated by using information obtained with a Hughes SIN 703
	 1
thruster. A description of these thrusters is contained in Table Z. The
characteristics of a transistorized power processor of Ref. 10 are used.
This unit was modified for operation with the 30-cm thruster.
The model contains three major mops. Tbeso loops are: (1) the ion
beam current-main vaporizer loop which controls primarily the thrust level,
(2) the discharge voltage-cathode vaporizer loop which controls the discharge
chamber voltage, and (3) the neutralizer keeper voltage-neutralizer vapor-
izer loop which controls both the amount of mercury flow through the
neutralize ind the potential o he exhaust plume. The first two loops (the
beam currt..t and the discharge voltage) interact through the mass floe that
each provides to the discharge chamber and by the power supplied to the
discharge. All vaporizers are affected by the thermal environment and this
effect is included in the model. ThP effect of variations in the magnetic
baffle current, screen, voltage, and acceleration voltage is not included at
this tim:% The computer-program lasting for the model is inc l uded in
Appendix A. Additional details of each of the 'hree loons are described in
the follow-ing sections.
t
1 Program.ming Sciences Corporation, Los Angeles, (_:A.
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bA. ION BEAM CURRENT -- MAIN VAPORIZER LOOP
This loop is shown in Fig. 5a. The beam current is determined by
the total mass flow rate and the power supplied to the discharge. This loop
controls the main vaporizer flow rate and is affected by the cathode vapor-
izer flow rate from the discharge loop. The empirical relationship for the
thruster characteristics as used in this loop is shown in Fi, u, where the
total mass flow rate is expressed as the sum of th3 main and the cathode flow 	 c
rates (rhM t rim y.). A reference level for the thrust level is supplied to this
loop in the form of an ion beam reference (: B
 ref. ). The error signal is
acted on by the vaporizer heater controller to heat the main va p orizer. 'This
controller, whose characteristics are shown in Fig. 7, is normally a propor-
tional device that saturates at large error levels. This controller deter-
mines the value of the mein vaporizer heater current. The applied heater
power controls the vaporizer temperature. The vaporizer has a thermal
transfer function G 2 (S) which can he represented by a first-order lag with a
time constant of 250 s.
The resulting vaporizer temperature rise, /hen added to the tempera-
ture of the vaporizer environment (TE 2), determines the vaporizer opera-
ting temperature. Experimental r, • sults for determining the vaporizer timme
constant are presented in Fig. 8. The heating and coolant, time constants
are very close as can be seen by the slopes of the normalized heating and
cooling curves. Typical vaporizer curves are shorn in Fig.
	 The
relationship between the -,vaporizer heater power and the rise it .•aporizer
temperature is presented in Fig. in.
Vaporized mercury leaving the porous tungsten surface flows into the
discharge chamber througi. a high-voltage isolator, and then through a
manifold which introduces some delay time. This main -aporizer flow rate
affe,ts g he discharge loop by t hanging; the effective cathode mass flow rate,
tit . , as follows: I4  = rim e I Kin 	 where K i ,^ an experirnt • ntally determined
weighting factor.
The ion beam cui rent, as can be seen in Fib!. 6, is not a monotonic
function of total mass flow rate. , he control bops will not function properly
when tht- slope of the curve is negative. Another thruster parameter,
accelerator current, is used to indicate v.-hen this condition exists, since
1'i.	 Meln-randuin 33-755
t
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it is primarily a functic: of propellant utilization. An override is, therefore,
included in the loop to turn the main vaporizer power off at an accelerator
current of 10 mA and to restore loop operation when the accelerator current
drops below b mLA. The override levels were c:iosen to correspond to the
experimental work presented in Ref. 11.
B. DISCHARGE VOLTAGE -- CAIHODE VAPORIZE < LOOP
This loop is shown in Fig. 5b. in this loop the di-charge voltage
is maintained at a level where minirrium cathode erosion will occur. The
electrical impedance of the discharge chamb r is a function of both the
discharge current and the effective mass flow; rate (%, Ic ). Empirical rela-
tionships for these chamber characteristics are presented :.. Figs. l l and
12. The experimentally determined value of K that was used for the beam-
loop interaction was 0. 133 and was determined by using flow rate data.
recent data on the 703 thruster indicate that K is closer to 0. 126 and
y be a function of beam an'. discharge currents. The requirement for
this K factor may best be :een in Fig. 13, where, for a constant ratio of
discharge current to beam (5), the cat'rode flow rate decreas•°s as the
discharge and beLm currents are increased. To keep the discharge voltage
constant, one would expect the cathode flow rate to increase as the current
is increased. However, the coupling from the main vaporizer causes the
discharge control loop to lower the cathode flow rate. 	 The factor K niay
be determined with the following procedure. With the beam off, the cathode
and main flow- rates req,, red to keep the discharge voltage constant over
the range of discharge current required are measured. The sum of these
Co y =. •
 rates is defined as X1 c . Then, with the beam on, the flog rates are
measured. Th(-: , for corresponding dischare , currents, K - (1\t
c	 c
- rii	 rnm,
where m and ti-im are the floe •
 rates measured	 the beam on.
c
A discharge supply provides the propellant-ionizing po«er to the dis-
charge chamber. As tiuggvsted in Ref. 10, the discharge supply V-I
characteristics may be varies] in order to study the effects of prn,., • r supply
and thruster interactions. Several characteristics were investigated,
including constant current, V to I r,itios of hoth i-) i :rnd f-) h V . A. and
constant power. The effects of c • hanginc the V-1 characteristics will be
r PL Te e-hnical Men , ,)randuin 33-775
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examined in this report. The operating level of the con rolled voltage sets
the discharge po ,.cer for a corresponding beam-current level, usually at a
ratio of 5:1, discharge current to beam current. This look, therefore,
controls the thruster efficiency.
The discharge voltage i.; sensed at the output of the discharge supply
and is compared with a normally fixed reference level. Voltage signals are
acted on by a controller which adjusts a power supply to heat the cathode
vaporizer. The characteristics of this controller are presented in Fig. 14.
Thermal effects are included in the same mann°r as for the beam loop. The	 C
mercury floor again encounters a transport lag due to flo-w restrictions in
the isolator, propellant line, and cathode.
C. NEUTRALIZER KEEPER VOLTAGE -- NEUTRALIZER VAPORIZER
LOOP
This loop is shown in Fig. 5c. The mass flow rate through the neutral-
izer is controlled by maintaining the keeper voltage constant. The flow rate
is affected by the current drawn to t1 e keeper electrode. 'ihe neutralizer
characteristics used in this loop are sho , ,n in Fig. ' 5. The potential of the
exhaust plasma is also indirectly controlled by this loop. It is a function
of both the mass flow rate and the keeper current. In maintaining the flow
rate, the keeper voltage is compared against a normally fixed reference
level. Error signals, as in the case of the above loops, are used to adjust
the mercury flow rate from the vaporizer. This vaporizer is also affected
by the temperature of the mvironment, TE 3 . Very small delay times may
exist due *o the neutralizer isolator and cathode.
In the laboratory, there is some interaction between the beam-current
level and the neutralizer keeper voltage. There is little data available,
and since the co;:pling is thought to be a function of the keeper supplv `/-I
characteristic, this effect is not included in the model.
REPRODUCIBIi,ITY OF T11
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IV. CONTROL LOOP ANALYSIS
The computer model was used to perform some preliminary analysis
of the thruster operation under both steady-state and transient conditions.
In addition, the runaway conditions, under which a thruster escapes from
the control loops, and the restoring mechanism were examined. Each of
these three areas is described below. Experimental results of the thruster
control-loop operation were used both to compare and to guide the modifi-
cations to the model. Operation of the neutralizer was not included in the
results described below.
A. STEADY-STATE OPERATION
Thruster operation has be gin observed to contain small oscillations
(approximately 3 to 5%) in the beam current and discharge voltage. Some
attempts at minimizing this type of oscillation have been presented in
Ref. 10. The control-loops were, therefore, parametrically examined to
determine conditions under which these oscillations may exist. The results
indicate that if there is no delay time, there would be no oscillations over
the range of loop gains used in the JPL laboratory. Introduction of delay
times in both loops will cause small oscillations in the discharge and beam
loops. The amplitude of the oscillations was found, within a small tempera-
ture range, to be a function of the delay time. This analysis was performed
for a lows
 gain (IA/V) in the discharge loop and a high gain (110 A/A) in the
beam loop. These settings are representative of current thruster operating
conditions.
An investigation of the effects of increasing the discharge-loop gain
showed that the amplitude of the discharge oscillations increased rapidly
as the discharge-loop gain was increased to greater than 2.0. These oscil-
lations were coupled into the beam current. The investigation of variations
in the beam-loop gain was not completed. Lowering the gain below approx'
mately 90 A/A resulted in poor beam-current regulation.
Identical delay times were used in each of the two thruster control
loops. The beam-current oscillation waveforms are shown in Fig. 16 as a
function of time for main and cathode loop delay times of 1. 0 s. The effects
w ^.w^
It	
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of different le- els of temperature environment are also included, (In the
figures, teml eratures are in millivolts output from a Type E (Chromel -
Constantan) thermocouple). The amplitude of these oscillations are plotted
against the temperature environment of the main and cathode vaporizer in
Fibs. 17- 19. Nominal operating temperatures of the main and cathode
vaporizers are also indicated in the figures. It can be seen that the oscil-
: Ld
lations are zero for a high-temperature environment ;234°C or higher) and
increase wi'li decreasing temperature. A region of maximum amplitude was
found to exist in each case with the amplitude increasing with larger delay
times. The delay times for the 700 series thruster were experimentally 	 M
found to be about 1 s for the main and discharge loops. These delay times
were measured (one at a time) by opening the loops and stepping up the
vaporizer currents. The vaporizer temperatures and the controlled param-
eters were recorded, and the delay time was taken as the time interval
between the start of the increase in vaporizer temperature and the start of
the change in the controlled parameter.
This procedure is inexact, since there is an unknown time lag between
the change in vaporizer temperature and the change in the thermocouple
output. More work is required in this area, because the vaporizer flow rate
is an exponential function of temperature and the actual temperature does
start changing before the thermocouple output does. Thus, the delay tirze
used is too long. This is pessimistic, since in closed-loop systems an
increase in the time delay increases the tendency to•,sard instability (a
Nyquist diagram is rotated clockwise, or, in the frequency domain, the
phase lag is increased proportional to frequency (Ref. 12)).
The characteristic,, of the discharge power supply were also investi-
gated to determine the effect of this supply on the oscillations. Three dis-
charge supply characteristics are presented. These are: (1) a constant
discharge voltage to discharge current ratio of 6 V/A, representing a linear
approximation of a constant power discharge supply; (2) a constant current
supply, and (3) a constant power output supply. The oscillations in the dis-
charge voltage are compared in Fig. 20 fo: c--)nstant current and linear dis-
charge supplies. A 50% reduction in amplitude was found to exist in the
oscillations whei. using; the linear supply. Figures 21 and 22 provide a
comparison of the oscillations using linear and constant po N ver output
10	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-755
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supplies, respectively. Variations in the cathode loop delay times had little
effect on the waveshape.
As expected, the constant power output supply minimizes the oscilla-
tions. Figure 23a is a replot of Fig. 11 with the discharge supply character-
istics added. For the same variation in mass flow rate, the discharge power
change is less for the linear supply than for the constant current supply,
and is zero for the constant power supply. Figure 23b is a portion of
Fig. 6 showing these discharge variations coupled into the beam current.
The flat slope of the constant power curve minimizes the coupling into the
beam current.
These results agree with experience in the laboratory. The supply
used was "tuned" for minimum ripple, and when its V-I characteristic was
measured, it was constant power over the voltage range of interest.
B. THROTTLING
The control-loop operation was examined during the trans-ent condition
that occurs in response to a change in thrust level. The response of some
parameters in the model and some actual parameters is shown in Fig. 24.
The differences between the simulations and the actual tests are due to
(1) the difference in the magnitudes of the steps, and (2) differences between
the model and the actual power supply available in the laboratory. The
differences in the magnitude of the steps is roughly 2:1. Both the model
and the laboratory results are higher than would be used in flight, since such
steps would impose severe transients upon a flight power subsystem. The
magnitude of the steps in the model was an exploratory attempt at under-
standing the model, while the laboratory results when trying to duplicate
the model were a practical limitation, since the thruster discharge would
cease conducting if steps greater than those pre_ anted were tried. The
work on reconciling the differences is the reason for the author's opinions.
In Figs. 24a and 24c the results of a step increase in beam and
discharge currents is shown. The striking differences are in the magnitudes
of the transien , in the discharge voltage and the time required for the beam
current to reach _he new value. Addressing the voltage change first,
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Assuming a relatively constant DC plasma resistance due to time lags
in the mass - flow rates the steps are in reasonable agreement, if the finite	 ( .
response time of the actual supply is considered. The time difference is
r
thought to be caused by a hardware problem. The PP used for the laboratory
tests is a modified 20-cm PP (Ref. 10). The major changes that had been
mane were rebuilding the discharge, screen, and accelerator supplies.
The other supplies were left mainly unchanged, since the major effort at
JPL concerned interfacing the TSS with a spacecraft, and plans were in
process to procure new PPs designed for this thruster. Thus, the vaporizer
supplies were power limited at a level 'lower than used in the model. Since the
^- vaporizer power-temperature and temperature-flow rate characteristics
are both exponential functions, the limitations in the power supply could
explain the time difference.
The difference in time response in the throttling down example is
thought to be due to the difference in magnitude of the change in temperature
^	 a
required. The upward pulse at the beginning of the actual downward step is
unexplained. During the trsting, it was there most of the time. It may or
may not be in the model; the computation interval used was actually longer
than the length of this pulse, so the model may have missed this pulse. i
There is one other difference between the model and actual hardware.
The step functions in the model are instantaneous, while, due to filtering
	 '.
delays, etc. , the actual discharge supply took a finite time to step the
current. The model should be changed to be more representative. r
As the discharge-current to beam-current ratio is reduced (typically
C
	
	 to 5;1), runaway occurs pore often. The reason, for this can be seen in
	
r
Fig. 25, where, the higher the ratio, the farther the operating region is
from the unstable region. The dividing line between the stable region
2 AVDM model change in discharge voltage
AVDA = actual change in discharge current, etc.
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and the unstable region is the locus of points in Fig. 6 where 'he slopes of
the constant discharge power curves become negative. Note in Fig. 25 that
a constant cu.-rent discharge supply has the shortest path to travel to the
uastabie region in rase of a perturbation in the discharge. It would move
vertically, while other V-I characteristics would move parabolically or
with a smaller .310pe.
C. RUNAWAY CONDITIONS
If thruster operation is shifted to he portion of the curves in Fig. 6
where the slope is negative, then the loops will no longer function correctly
and the main vaporizer power will be supplied at the maximum level of the
supply. This condition has been referred to as "runaway" or Flow-mode"
operation by various inNre.stigators. Several thruster parameters can be
used to indicate when this condition occurs. One of the most sensitive
appears to be the accelerator current. A controller that operates as a func-
tion of the accelerator current « , as therefore introduced in the loops
(Fig. 5a) to restore proper control-loop operation if runaway occurs. This
controller turns off the main vaporizer Nvhen the accelerator current is
greater than 10 1t"A and re	 re s loop operation when the accelerator current
falls below 6 MA. These current amplitudes were suggested in Ref. 12.
In the model, using a constant current discharge supply and a 1-s
time delay, if a momentary runaway is forced it will not restabilize as is
shown in Figs. 26-29. Figure 26 shows the beam current and discharge
voltage variations as a function of time after the initial runaway. This run
was terminated by a computer run-time limitation without ever stabilizing.
Figure 27 is a variation of a phase plane plot showing beam current and
main vaporizer flow rate as a function of time. The returns from the high
floe rate conditions were caused by the runaway trip switch. Figures 28
and 2 Q are similar plots of these parameters obtained under the same con-
ditions except that the delay times were set to zero. After some large
oscillations, the run did stabilize. with small oscillations in both beam
current and discharge voltage.
Figure 30 shows the computer outputs when a discharge supply with a
6 V/A slope and delay times of one second were used. The beam current and
discharge voltage stabilize rapidly, followed by oscillations of less than 1%.
J.	 C
.M:v.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
A hybrid model of 30-cm ion thruster and transistorized power
processor was formulated and programmed on a digital computer. This
model was exercised over a range of parameters and the result led to the
following conclusions:
(1)	 The control loops, as presented, are stable for normal values of
loon gains when propellant line delay times are zero.
(Z)	 Small oscillations will exist in the loops when representative
thruster delay times are included in the model. The amplitudes
are on the order of 3% as normally present during thruster
operation. They were found to be a function of delay time, loop
gains, and the thermal environment near the vaporizer.
(3) Discharge supply characteristics can affect the control-loop
oscillations. A constant power discharge supply is most
effective in minimizing these oscillations.
(4) The model quantitatively predicts transient operation.
(5) Recovery from runaway can be aggravatec_ by delay time,
and to a greater extent, discharge supply characteristics.
A constant power discharge supply was found to improve
recovery characteristics.
The results of this initial work appear to be a useful tool in understanding
control-loop phenomena. Continuation of this type of effort should provide
an optimization of the runaway-recovery techniques, and eventually provide
a model able to duplicate parameter variations that may occur during a
mission using solar electric propulsion.
14	 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-755
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Table 1. Normal thruster operating and measured parameters
Parameter Operating point
1	 Discharge voltage reference 37 V
Discharge current reference 5 A
Beam current reference 1 A
Delay time for main vaporizer 1	 s
Delay time for cathode vaporizer 1	 s
Cathode vaporizer heater gain 1 A/V
Main vaporizer heater gain, 110 A/A
Magnetic baffle 40. 5 ampere-t .rns
i
I
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Table Z. Ion thruster description
Thruster Baseline Grids
F,lectron
Baffle
Neutral-	 1
izer
S/N 404 Ref.	 9 Replaced flat grids Increased No
with curved grids to 5. 87 cm change
0. 5 076 compensa- dia
tion 0. 15 cm dia
accel holes
SIN 703 Ref.	 10 0. 4% compensation Increased 400
in place of 0. 5% to 5. 40 cm series
compensation dia with
elects i-
cal iso-
lator
M
.,
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER-PROGRAM LISTING FOR THE
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REPRODUGIEIi T! "i' OF TH F
ORIGINAL PAGE L' POOR
-A^;6 +A CJSL*TKAN
-xuT.0 CSSL-TRAiv.CSSL
PkuLhMh ivl^
COMMEN T	 700 SEh I E:S 1riRUS T LR
Cul • Mci ,%i , Tr► IS NK1il)nr,i`1 rvi. S FINAL. SnareE
Cv,-1m6. T ^)LNV T i N,L lStL r'JK MM1 N L 
L GP'.f'iCN If UL^Lj T 1,,Nit 1 JCL rQm C.M I n JL7L LCOP
LUs'OiLi.i L v,VJi JLV^G P%.O.vEk SUr r'LY
Cw1, ,AE^II f I 6 CUirJ i
CGt^JTalrf TAj1=c10' 	 +TAu2=1ZiC,out iA^i=^1C•C
C0MMENT I LAPr_XA i JnL-f•1LJJT
CJNSTANI MLPmA1=6•359o1=-7•)&95
CONSTANT AOL hA2=O.35o;;2=-3.7625
CUI\STai.T ALPHAS = 0 * 35+ 63 -7.0695
CvruauNT rLATtr^ kL51JT/-+1',,(-t =C0N61 ur:1
CUN51Av%1 kzi*65
Cv;% !tI.l L)	 rtAmUL `n :A0 C.	 rt „.:.:TC.KI S f ICS
Cvi.SfAo.T vaicCrt=^7•u
Cvr'ML,.T YNS:• Or ,•, ,,^Ll^Y
k:UkMLt.T [3Lmri Lujmmti. T
CLi.S!A.i ioKEFJ=1•:;
Cur,: •IEN T VAIN
CvNSTANT vaitil•=1.. +U::Ii.2=-i1C.v+vMiw3R=l.0
CO3'-*, ,ENT t-:,:vTHQL KA.'41
CONZTAINT L-11 = v.59 C:4-;'.}+ ::3 = ';.5+ C^1=i.::s Cii.=x.11+
CL;tIM6\ i i.LU i KAL 1 LLi-, &LEENLA 1_ UkKC.N1
(-6N5TAi.T ii%r k=J.o
l.v, •u,tIV1 i`c^vTK..L I [.u. t—Lr'L^ V^LTNVL
L^P , •iti^ T L,rV ^ tV..,yiC^^ f	 T ^i°!= L.^r+ TUl:c
LONSTaiuT TEI=I:.v
CQNSTAI ,%1 TE1=17•V
CUNSIAINT ic-3 =13.;,
COMMENT 'v;r. I Iv FLuw A f i L:vUM i i uA
C6,%S1A IVT
 K=u.13=
CONSTANT u1 = 100 -19
CuNST„M Yvv =i•5
Cul`STAIvT YGI=5.5
GALL ir;H ► N
SEv NEiv i y .A I N
INITIAL
r^i-.vt EJLCT
ii ,LL i q v-AmCs lo g IHLCEL+V wtigYtT,J
I l i I_L JI^IL +J,4f•i+ai^r,•il+I2+I^
111 LE TC:.1,TC21+rLMr^C+Iy,T+^"C,IAi^C
i.i =1.v
CUMNLNT ASSiUN CATn var., MLAT_,^ INIT ;
 AL CUkRENT
11IC = i•1 i ill=i.2
(:U'•ihiEi\.T
 ASSiuN `A 7 j, V,.r nLMi L ,A IN17iAL CWtRENT
I[IC-u.G ^ Iii =i).b
CurMENT HjSIUN NLQT Vrr rt_ATLK iN ii.,L -UMRL1Vi
I-1IC = u•0 -b 13i =003
I AKCKL)= 7 .5
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.14,a
a•
GA1N3=UAIN3R
ACLN=L.J
tNU
DYNAMiC
VAKIA$L ,- i =v.;1	 Y
COMMENT A%L CHA,vaE ' i Iv ;,itC CLkREN T I N T r I S CASE
A6kAk`=U.v
I HKU\= I AI<Lku-AdRAkC
1LKCF=iGKCrO
LUi ^i1 Cl^I oiT MUDL VMr u.1I N CmAiltj:^
AbKul = STE P I2VV.Jf I )
AGKUL=STCrl4UU.Uf)
AuKG^=STENIovU.J.^i
n-+KU4 =5TtP( d^jO.^,9T)
AbRG5 = S1:.r( 1UUUeG9 T )
VAiivi = vA l N l k +A;,RG1 + Ab,':^Z + A ukG'4 ...
ACKU4 +AbRG5
LU`I- LINT CALLULATE L A(:n VHF' rc.ATtK Cjkk--I^T
MALKv iviA^ R  Hc.A f t  U
MAL.iu i1tLADLL L i f LG
IF(u(4).uc.1.G) vU Tv L1
Q( 1)=(j(!)) D 11(c1 = ir(6) -b x.(3)=u(7]
GU TU LL
L1..W(i; = i:lts) a ;;(`)=^r191 L U131= W1iJ)
L2 .. LUiv 1 1 NUL
iviAL,<U END
rir- ATCR i19149l311^1f:lii7lL1^fI31Lf•••
IilfiL191-11
.v1 = n' li •• 2 v dL = ^c*iL* x 2 L N3=R* 3*x2
`;TU1=iUw('wll ^ ^i^^ = Tt^wlwll ^ ^TD3=T:%Wl ►v3)
IF (Vl.vt.c.v) v'^ iv L^
%)X1::.bfO. r. TUxL = Jf;,G D T^x^=_IJ^
GU TU L4
L.S.. ivxi, = TUX1 r TuX2;;= 1..^,c 5 i ;X 3J =itjX?
TI,1 = ai li D TvL = ^TvL	 TL•.i-z)TJ;
LHLL ItvIlI^X1vfTJxtUfi 3 X^i1fTt)i.TJ2fTv3f,Jh1•TUnc^I;;X3)
L4..Lvi•. 1 iNJL
LU1-'ihiLVd 1 ^v 1'Y lw l rvnHl IUIV
iJEKIVAT I V c vUil
SiJ^.^•i = li.T ^u(J.%f^.G 1
^RL]
LVI•..•,CI,. ( VAr-vr'.ILL. 	 i C;+)f'L (r TutiE
iL1i=TUXl+1Li
ILL1 = -x2TTEL
TL31= T1,X3+(c;
CuMMENT MAS J F _V.v m  TL
;,M`=_xk (hi 1 *cx^ 1 f+Lrn:11* T ^ l i i
SMN. = LAr 1 G1 1 R cAr' 1 ALl- r(A2 1 X21 l
SMiv=EXi- (^^) xi:xr^l.^Lrrli+^^TC31;
LUi%,MEwT DLAD 1 1 t l 1:<;^ v;rJ vnT,^i i Jry 	u]
IF(Ni.vt.^.^1 vJ Tv Uri
Y11 = Si•'C a Yci = .^ •IL t• Y3i=S)iL
Y41 = Sh1C	 Y;i =^i•;L
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'i't T
r61 = 5MC $ Y71=Si4(- $ Y61=SDMC
Y91 = 5MC $ Yiul=5MC
Y 12 = SMM a Y22= 6 • i, • , L Y32=6iAlM,
Y4Z = SMri $ Y52= ^iH,,
Y 15 = ^Miv a Y23=ji•i,V $ Y»=5F(,N
Y4j = 5h1,N $ Y53=j•iiv
Ytl = b,vi^ b Yc2= Ji •i1-f i YL3= 6if,N
SSMC = YEI i SoMr,-YEL S SS:VN=YE3
Gu TO 002
0U1...uNTINUE
h!ACku MACRO UtLl U
MACRQ kLDEF 1 1 ,4E YNi1Y=itYC1eYJ1gYE1
,HACRU KLDtFI!vE lF1,YG1gYh1+Yiip'rJ1
j	 YA1=U(1) a Y61=u(2) $ YC1=U(3)
YD1 = J(4) i YEi=,j(:))
YFi = u(o) a YG1 = u(7) i Yyi=U(3)
YI1=u( y ) s ril=u(lu)
u(ll)=YEi
u(i) = u(i2) a u([)=YAi i u(3) =Yc)1
U(4) = YCi $ u(5)=YUi
U(6) = YE 1 i U(7) = YFi $ U(6)=YGI
i	 U(9)=Yr+i $ U(1,J) =Yll
%WRO END
i , 'A(:kU r,ACRO DELI' UU
MA^Ru RLCLrlNE YA2 9Yz)29YC40YD^9YE2
YA2 =UU(1) i Y p 2 = UU([) b YCc=tJU(3)
YU2=^.u(4) z YE4=uu(5)
uu(b)=YE2
uU(i)=uu(7) i uu([) = YAe $ UlU(3) =Yt32
UU(4)=YC_ $ JJ(5) =Y02
MACRO END
MACRU ',7 ALkU DEL3 UUU
.'-IACku XLDLF INE YA39Yo.5rY^3+Y)3,YE3
YA3=UUU111 $ Y63=UUU(2) i 1C3=;1Ju(3)
YOa= UUu(4) $ YE3= uuu(5)
UUU(6)=YE3
UUL(i) = UI,U(7) i UUU(2) = YA3 a UJ'J(3)=Yb3
UUU(4)=YC3 $ UUu(5)=Y^)3
MACRu END
OLL1 Yil.Y4l,Y31gY41sYD10Y61,Y71rY61+Y91rY101+6.Sr;(-,,)r,C
i)EL2 YlCrY22^Y3Z+Y4L^Y72^5: •i^!^ji^•i
DEL3 Y1-)0Y2j9Y33gY,+39Y^;3955,^INPS,MN
DD20.CUNTINUE
MC=SSMC *K *SSM;A
M T = SSMC+S5,YM
MN=5SMN
CG,MMENT TABLE OF VAPORIZER TCMPL,iATV,RE ChANCE `uRRL5PONLliM,4G TJ
TABLE TDW01969 ...
UOUtl.50 3.59 6.0: y our 10069 ...
G0(:92.ut 5.50 10.5917.D02300
C0i•1MEN T AKL CtlA, •i0Lk C iARAQ TER I6T i CS
TAbLt_ ANCMC 92 f 7 9 7 r .. •
1. 7601 .'>9L.JtS9L..;v,2.b92.779-3.50...
301,95. V • 7 0 ,) 9 V0U- I 110Vg13.0915 .0q.. •
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i
37.X913.5f3	 (0•Ot..^,
!	 61.5937.()t16.5f2'J.vt15.Cf1U.'^f5.5f...
7b.Jf5L..19^1.v9Lb.7tL^.5910.of14.^t.••
90.J967•G94d.Uf37•U93J.3925.7rG1.`9...
101•vs^l•v95d.^t47.1/+^1•C93u.7 _^.J +•••
a	 111.Jr0b•v967.'Jf » •%f43•^r3i.'Jt 31.0 +..-
116.O9	 9TL•(9oU.U9D0.594c•^937.0
j	 CUMMEN T bcAM CPiAr.AL I _k I b i 1(
TAbLt Iui,J#2922979•.•
L•vf4•Jf7•u'+o.0f i.^^f6.Ct^.0 slU.(1si1.G91[.0+•..
13.uf14.ut15.0916.,,91i•(1916•C-91 % .J9Z0 0 oL1.09L2aC,,9...
23•G 94 4 •C/90 ..
lli•u914b.Utlo5.u9«2.09e-51, ) 9 7'ib.(, t »3.09...
O.UfJ.3lfv.499'..96U90.669u.71 9 0 749(;.7590.7=(1.719.••
).669J.ui)90	 2f	 99C92	 .J69 -'D.159-G.479-:9679-U*959.•o
Go• , q U.42f'.+.i4YU.61^tUe74f1:•bL+^,.669U. y 29	 1.0'i+•••
C• yy 9U'. 'YO 9U. y 19U.649`J•66fC ; . jtt;1.35.0.1D9-1)o149-J.3ot...
0.61/9-v.659..•
o	
::.1.'fv.4290.7^ tv•61fU.oU• ;^^')lf l• UJfl•0491.1^fl.lbf •••
l'i	 1.LU +1• lot l• l.)fi.v4t'J: 'YO PU.o4fJ.'139U * 6490970 909 37f...
i-t 1/ 	 .lOf•..
1.C9v.4>>..519C.7^7f0.o^tv.^791•GotI *
 log '.cbt1.339•..
1. 3791. 4 1f1.42f1.41fi.39t 1. 3.3f1.L6ti. ib9l.J:)t0•)5+•..
0.b59u.74t...
0.^'fU•4/9v.b1 fJ• 149^:.b79^^. '7 191.1291. L4 f 1.x'•9 i.4^+• • •
1. -)ltl•j5+1•bOtl. oltl.b3fi.o19195b91.D5t1 	 Ie43t•..
1.-1591.L6f...
J.U9 9419v.o1 9 U914 9 !j 9 o 9;. y i 9 1.12919 5919J691.499...
1.oU91.u y fl.iot^.^^ +i.7UtL.iStL.v tL	 +...
2.lutL.v9f...
U. v9J.47 v.b1tU. 1 4 g o * oDov.7it1.1391.C7ol.419Io54t.•.
1.bot1.779i.yU91•>>9c.10929eut4.3Gf2 .4G9L.719L.b1+•..
2.71f[•14
CU^;i•iti^l Nc.,T Ktc, CK CnAkHk..TtK15T ICS
TAaLt NK.,ANt2tb949 ...
066900790009 ).:t i 00 1.19 ...
0.319L.Jo90.4190•4b9 •..
13.5fi.^.59i3.5913.591.>.:913.5r ...
13.vf13•C91390913.v913.0+i3.09 .•.
14 .  7 1 1 L. 5 9 12 0  j t 1 L. 7 f 1 e-• J 1 1 L• 5 f • o
J2.v +i2.u912.Otl2.utl^.v+lt.0
NEB=1.1/
IF(NL^,.LT.090) vU TO LN^v
CUMvILN1 NtJI Nu ,.NLk SUrPLY CHARCTtRIS 11CS
YOIAKC=7.0
SLuN,^1C=b.^
f AKL = I^irL i YvlAit^ t(;.UJ1 t2J 9rLA^t^.9 1Ar1C^+...
! VA,2CK-Ar1C 1• iu ( At- t i Akv 1 1 / ULUr,A utJ • 01 l
LNt0.. (-,ANT I NUE
VAkC = Ai<M.L (MC 9 1 A iC) i rAkC = VAku* i AKC
IE=IuMT(MT9PAkC)
YUINK=u.5
SLuPivK= ^v.0
q
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! VK=!Mr'I_l YU1rvK+U•Uv1g2u,r LhK, IVr.n+.. .
( VrNKm — t.r.(vlrr( INF,9i +it'% ) /SLUrivK ► U.vl }	 '
VNt=rv(.(-uv( iNK9i--,N	 1
CUi'l:`!LNT CATrIUDE VAPUKILEh CUNT ULLER
V1 = ( C  1-C21) / 12.0 *UAIoii )+VAikCK
Vc = (C[ 1 -C 11) / (46 U*vrt i^ti i ) +VAKck
NKUCtUUKALI lii = V1^V'^^V^+r,C+^:Hi<C.KsC i1sC[1rVHliv1) 
Ir(VARC.LT.VI ) 111=Ci1
Ir(tv,`r2C.Gt.V1).AiVu.(vAiiL.LE.V2) 1 :1i=...
GA1.^1*vAFiL-uAi^vl*vA^1CK?(C11+C21)/2.0
1F(VAnC.Gl.v2) lil=C21
END	 f
CUrrMlbil hialN VAP';mlLLn CU NTRO LLLk
I^Io=iv-loktf
FilUCLUUr1AL( Ici= 0i Z) 9L r lo9C14' 9 LC9UA1rvL{
IF(lJIC.t;L.U.0).Afvu.(aIL)9Li., 3 io .l) 121=...
uAINz*i)ID+Li2
1F(i)Io.LT.G.G) 1[1=.[2
IF(vlb.,;t.Jio2) :41 =Ci2
L NL'
C(Jhlr4ti4l NcUTr\ALiL LM Vr1NU+Z1LEri (-UNTRL)LLr-r<
VRK1 = lt13 — Cc^)/ (c.U%^Uhli^^}+V.Vn,<
VhK2 = (C[3-Ci^)/ (c.0*^.+irv^) *Vrvn,^
NKUCL.:UnALI i^1=VNv,9V'\&1 9V;4f z-9C11)1L2^lu- 0* hA q*VNN K)
1F(vr+r,.LT.vi4r.i)
IF ( l Vivr;.uL.vNKi ).H,^;,. (vrVn.Lr.V,iK2)) i 31=•
vAIN3*Vfvr;-UAIN^*Vivnn+(C1:+Cc31/2.G
IF(VrVK.uL.VNti[) 131=C[^
t=rvu
CO MENT ALCLL C uff.r1LoJ I N I LM,WPT 1 Uh
lU=ul*M1/r^inv^l.ut-:/3o0G'.J D YLTAU=io/lu
TACLt ACYLIA9191v,...
C.19(..29L	 190.6>O.V9 i •rig...
0.t.25sU•019 y •O.U17.(?.U1 is •L.:li^b ^...
C.uubo^U.U(;>>J.GI:^'r ^C;.^UCy^C•CJ2c
lACCEL=ACYtTA(YL-iAU)*io
II -CEL.UL.J.U1G) vJ TU All-I1
IFtI..^...tL. I:C. G. UVti.r+^^•1 ., C^CL. LT•^..•Gay.r+r'rV.N^..V.C:d•1.0) vv i^ .•.
ACil
ir (IA L^LL.U`.J.GGo. ^vv.IH`C^L.LT.l.i;i^.^wJ.kCCtV.r ..v.0 I Uv T.; 	 ...
AC13
IF(IACCEL.LT.U.0C0) jU TO ACl2
AC11..I21=0.G b ACCti=i•U
GG TO AC13
,,C12•.ACCN=U.O
AC13..CUNTINUE
IF(T.LT.2u.u) vU TO Lw2
IF(T.Ut.ioJ.il.:+r\u.T.LT.2UG.U) uO Tu LY;2
IF(T.GL.3oU.G.H(vv.T.Li.4UO.u) uU TO L'A2
lr (T.uL.DbU.U.ANli * T.LT.oL0oU) vU T.. Lw2
IF(T.0L.ToU.G	 L1.o31.0) U 	 I 	 Lw2
I F (T.l.t.`, G&U.ANJ.•:.^ T. iUUU*C) vU Tv LW[
IF (T.vt.IIOJ.0. A ND. T.L(•12UJ.0) vii Tv LV44.
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,rDUM = 1.0 b CO TO LWi
LW2..CUNT IowE
OUT TfVAi,CLplosIAC(-tLfvl'iKgYLrAJfLI
OUT bVCtSMMfz)MNf111f141s13i9C1
OU1 TL 119TCC1fFLAk r-%fMI sLiliLs1Al2Ls 1
PAUL 5KiPf1 sL1
Lw1•.CUNT1Nut
IF(Ib.Lt.U.u) Gu TU L^;
IF(T.U'L.4V0.L) 6U TU L7
N1=2.0
END
TEkm,INAL
L5.. CONTINUE
END
END
L-O^ PEN  t I KJT 0K0Lr< LA  T K'A It,) r L K F uoi T I ^,N
5EGMELNT INT(iUX 10P91DA4ur'f(JX;^ivr'9TUiNf1LLrsT	 9...
TDXINsTUXCrfTDXJP)
ILNITiAL
NON=^.0
V=U.L.
TDX1(r = TJXIP it 1ux4,j = 1L:X[r 4, T0A3..=1Ux3r
T)1Q = TDiN z TDzLd = TozP a lv»r=(D.) 3
TDX1uU = TDX16P a TuX2	 Tiixcua a (ux3JW=i,;X^,r
END
DYNAMIC
VAR I A6LE V=.:.O
IF(V•(jE.G.2) G.% TO L6
DERIVATiVr- J;NT
TDXIL. = K tALNL ! TAU T f ILs1..9TLiX^'L::)
TDX2u = mcALrL (TAJ2 f i o2L. f TL,xcu:; )
TDX3 - = KtALPL (TMu39 Tu3.. f TUX30,.;)
CILNTEKVAL CIP=C.1
NN-1.0
ENO
END
TERMINAL
L6..CONTINJE
TDXIP = TOXlQ b T0X[P = T0X2u $ TDX3r-1=TDX3U
TDIP = TOIL, n TDcP = TJeJ .p IDjP=TD-i(v
TDX1uP = TDX1Uk: I TUX40e = ToAz0Q a 1UX.^0P=TDXJ0Q
E NL)
ENU
END
-FIN	 iNir- -
In
f
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